
…and 
more like

“rescue the
princess.”
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This time, it’s
less Sunset

Boulevard-y…





Except I do 
care, because 
not only am 
I supposed 

to be a super 
hero who 

saves people…

…brad’s 
ALSO my

best link to 
finding my 

dad. Dammit.

HAWKEYE INVESTIGATIONS.
VENICE BEACH,
CALIFORNIA. 

9:51 PM.

this is Jessica Jones, P.i.,
Alias investigations. Also
has super-powers. Super-

strong and pretty resilient,
can also fly...sorta.

and I’m Kate Bishop, P.i.,
Hawkeye investigations
(currently unlicensed).
Also a Hawkeye. One of

two. Some say the better
Hawkeye, but, y’know,

it’s all relative.

Most of
these are blurry

as hell, Kate.

I know! But
we didn’t have a lot

of time in dhalia’s place 
post dragon exit and 
pre all the sirens and 
us with the running

away.

it’s too bad
that the whole

“enhance photo” thing
from those shows
isn’t a real thing.

it isn’t,
right?

I wish.

“Enhance 
that for me,

Munch!”
Who’s
Munch?

I think
he’s one of

those guys from
one of those

shows. You like
to make your
own fun, don’t

you?I really
do.

Here’s one
that’s almost

readable, and with
today’s date

no less.

Looks
like it says,
“GO 11PM”.

Yeah,
but what’s
this bit?

is it...

“Brad.” Oh, you’re
kidding me. Not

that asshat. Not again.
I can’t. Jess, I refuse.

Let him be Dragon
Hors D’Oeuvres,
I don’t care.



Holy crap.
is that the

thing you guys
fought?

Don’t pretend
you aren’t going

to help him regardless
of what an ass

he is, Kate.

I know.
I’m too
good.

TOO
GOOD!

What about
these notations? She’s 
got them on every day...
they look like times...
a little earlier every
day. I don’t see a
pattern though.

And weird
increments. I

mean, who writes
down 11:23? So

specific.
it’s gotta be

important. She
literally doesn’t

miss a single
day.

You know,
that’s around

the time the dragon
found us in Dhalia’s

house.

Yeah,
it is.

Here’s a problem.
if Dhalia has been

kidnapped by a dragon--
or worse, was already

devoured--then she’s not
going to be keeping any
of these appointments,

even if we can
figure them out.

you're right, 
she might be in 

danger. besides, we've 
been closer to that 
dragon than anyone. 

we've got the 
best chance of 

stopping it.

True. But these 
are the only 
leads we have 

right now. And 
we’ve got to 

find her.



Jessica Jones Tip #10:
Laundry is the enemy.

 it’s 
huge.

but sort of
awesome.

do 
not like 
the fire.

I hope you
 don't want me to 

run a plate on 
that thing.

Kate, why do 
you have like...
four sidekicks?
it’s too many. it’s

way, way too
many.

They’re...
my friends.

And Quinn’s
the one that

ran Brad’s plate
for us.

Oh, yeah.
Here. He rents

an apartment in
Hollywood.

So, with no
location listed

for this meeting,
is our best bet
to tail Brad?

Yeah. Let’s check
the tracker we dropped
on him yesterday. Maybe
we’ll get lucky and he’ll
lead us to a very-much-

alive Dhalia.

it’s still
transmitting, and

not at his apartment.
From the satellite
map, looks like...a

Laundromat?

Damn.
Even money it
conks out in...

three, two,
one...yup.

Whoa.
How’d you
do that?

Pfft. Kid, the
number of trackers

I’ve lost to someone
dropping off their

laundry, you wouldn’t
even believe.


